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Abstract: 

Objective: To identify genes underlying childhood onset psychosis. Methods: Patients with 

onset of psychosis at age 13 or younger were identified from clinics across England and they 

and their parents were exome sequenced and analysed for likely highly-penetrant genetic 

contributors. Results: We report two male childhood onset psychosis patients of different 

ancestries carrying hemizygous very rare damaging missense variants (p.Arg846His and 

p.Pro145Ser)  in the L1CAM gene. L1CAM is an X-linked Mendelian disease gene in which 

both missense and loss of function variants are associated with syndromic forms of 

intellectual disability and developmental disorder. Conclusions: This is the first report 

L1CAM variants contributing to  a psychiatric disorder. The family history and presence of 

other significant rare genetic variants in the patients suggest there may be genetic interactions 

affecting the presentation.  
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Introduction: 

Schizophrenia is a heterogeneous neurodevelopmental disorder affecting ~1% of the world’s 

population. Childhood-onset schizophrenia (COS) is a very rare and severe sub-type of the 

disorder with an age of onset of 13 or under. In the UK, childhood onset psychosis (COP), 

including COS and other childhood-onset schizophrenia spectrum disorders, has an incidence 

of 1 in 500,0001.    

 

Previous work on COS has suggested it has a greater Mendelian genetic contribution than 

adult-onset schizophrenia (AOS), including a higher rate of pathogenic copy number 

variants2 (CNVs; 11.9% in COS, vs. 2.5% in AOS), and a higher rate of  de novo mutations 

in sporadic cases3 (1.93 × 10-8 per bp in COS vs. 1.61×10−8 in AOS). This is in keeping with 

other complex genetic disorders in which stratification by an earlier age of onset has revealed 

a more genetic form of the disease 4–6. A number of COS cases with damaging genetic 

variants in Mendelian disease genes have been reported, including probands with variants in 

MECP27, TRRAP8 and UPF3B9, as well as CNVs at known schizophrenia-associated regions 

15q13.310 and 16p13.1111 . More recently, several unrelated COS cases have been reported to 

carry de novo damaging missense variants in ATP1A3, severe pathogenic mutations in which 

cause alternating hemiplegia of childhood12,13 .   

 

Here we describe 2 COP patients with damaging variants in another Mendelian disease gene, 

L1CAM. L1CAM encodes the L1 adhesion molecule protein14 expressed on neuronal surfaces 

and is essential for neuronal migration and organisation, axonal growth and formation of 

synapses 15–17. L1CAM is intolerant of both  loss of function (pLI 1)18 and missense variation 

(RVIS19 bottom 2.5%, constraint score 2.8418). Severe pathogenic mutations in L1CAM cause 

L1 syndrome which is a Mendelian disease associated with agenesis of the corpus callosum, 
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intellectual disability, adducted thumbs, spasticity and hydrocephalus20–23. The severity of L1 

syndrome is associated with the type of mutation in L1CAM, whereby loss of function 

variants are associated with more severe phenotypes and missense variants are associated 

with milder phenotypes24. From a cohort of 29 cases with COP, we have identified two 

unrelated probands, of different ethnicities, with rare damaging newly hemizygous missense 

variants in L1CAM. This may represent phenotypic expansion for L1CAM and a new genetic 

association with COP.   
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Methods: 

The probands were recruited through participating NHS trusts in England as part of the 

Genetics of Childhood-Onset-Psychosis study. Informed consent was obtained from both 

probands (if aged 16 or over) and their parents or available first-degree relatives. If the 

proband was <16 years in age, parents provided informed consent on behalf of a child 

proband and assent was obtained from the probands. Individuals considered by their 

psychiatrist to have clear non-genetic causes of illness (e.g. history of brain injury, substance 

abuse, very severe trauma) were excluded from the study. Saliva samples were collected for 

genetic analyses.  

 

Saliva DNA was extracted according to the GeneFix Saliva isolation protocol25. Exome 

sequencing was performed at the Institute of Genomic Medicine (IGM), Columbia University 

according to standard protocols, as described here 

(https://www.nature.com/articles/gim2014191#materials-and-methods). Briefly, raw 

sequencing reads were processed using FastQC v0.11.2 and aligned to the Human Reference 

Genome Build 37 (Hg19), duplicated reads were removed using Picard tools v1.85 and 

calibrated using GATK v3.3-026,27.  

 

Variants were put through a list of quality control metrics and all had to meet the 

following GATK hard-filtering thresholds27; QD≥2, MQ≥40, GQ≥20 and QUAL≥30.  

 

The analysis focuses only on protein-changing (functional) variants. This list included 

truncating variants (stop gain/loss, start loss/stop lost or frameshift), missense variants and 

essential splice-site variants (+/- 2bp from exon/intron boundary). All functional variants 

were required to pass the following additional filters; (1) read depth≥10 in all three 

https://www.nature.com/articles/gim2014191#materials-and-methods
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members of the family (2) present in <2 individuals in the in-house controls (n=4,023) in 

heterozygous/homozygous form for a heterozygous/homozygous variant, respectively  (3) 

RVIS<50  (4) minor allele frequency <3.09 × 10-3  in gnomAD v2.1.1 for a homozygous 

variant (which is equivalent of observing a maximum of 2 carriers in 

homozygous/hemizygous form) and maximum allele count of 2 for a heterozygous variant 

(5) CADD>15 (6) variant not flagged within the Washington Exome Variant Server (EVS) as 

a SVM or INDEL putative artefact 

(http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/HelpDescriptions.jsp?tab=tabs-1#FilterStatus) and (8) 

pass a visual inspection using Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV)28. 

 

We shortlisted variants fitting 5 different genetic models: a) known (likely) pathogenic 

variant analysis based on the ClinVar database b) de novo variants absent in available IGM 

control population (n=4,023) and gnomAD (n=141,456), c) recessive homozygous 

genotypes with a MAF <3.09 × 10-3  in gnomAD, d) hemizygous variants inherited from a 

heterozygous mother with MAF <3.09 × 10-3  and e) compound heterozygous variants 

where neither contributing variant is homozygous in >2 population controls in gnomAD. 

The genotypes meeting all of these criteria were referred to as “qualifying genotypes” with 

the genes harbouring the qualifying genotypes referred to as “qualifying genes”.  

 

For validation of the variants identified through exome sequencing, DNA from both probands 

and their first degree relatives was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) on the G-

STORM GS4 thermal cycler system. The primers were designed using the Primer3Plus 

program29 and optimal annealing temperature was determined by performing gradient PCR. 

Raw Sanger sequencing traces (ab1.files) were processed using the CLC Genomics 

Workbench (https://www.qiagenbioinformatics.com/products/clc-genomics-workbench/ 

http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/HelpDescriptions.jsp?tab=tabs-1#FilterStatus
https://www.qiagenbioinformatics.com/products/clc-genomics-workbench/
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). Briefly, both forward and reverse reads were trimmed using the generic parameters and 

mapped to the region of interest in the L1CAM gene. The reads were visually assessed for 

confirmation of presence/absence of variant of interest, as shown in Figures 1B and 2B.  

 

Pedigrees for both families were drawn using a customised version of the Kinship-230 

package in R.  
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Results: 

 

Clinical presentation and family history  

 

Proband 1 

Proband 1 is a 13-year-old boy of Ghanaian ancestry with a diagnosis of COP from the age of 

9. He was born with no complications at full term via normal vaginal delivery to non-

consanguineous parents. He fed well and slept normally in his early months and met his early 

developmental milestones, sitting and standing at 6 months and walking unassisted by 9 

months. Parents recall that the proband’s first words used meaningfully were delayed, which 

led to difficulties in articulating himself early on. There were no concerns regarding 

hyperactivity, inattention or impulsivity until the age of 9, when the parents report that the 

proband became hyperactive and started displaying unsafe behaviours such as engaging in 

physical aggression. At the same time he presented with thought disorder, frequent 

hallucinations, and emotional and behavioural disturbances. He was initially reviewed by 

paediatrics and known organic causes of his presentation were ruled out. Investigations 

included extensive blood investigations, EEG and brain MRI. He then had his first admission 

to a mental health inpatient children’s unit which lasted for 7 months. His physical 

examination at the time of hospitalisation revealed no abnormalities with his cardiovascular, 

abdominal and respiratory system. His neurological examination was also normal. His ECG 

showed right ventricular dominant forces by voltage criteria but was otherwise normal. 

Following this episode, he was diagnosed with COP on a background of some early language 

delay and received aripiprazole gradually increased to 3mg od to which he responded well. A 

higher dose of aripiprazole was associated with increased agitation and aggression. His 

cognitive assessment with the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence - Second Edition 
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(WASI-II) at age 9 years 6 months revealed an IQ score of 72, which was classed as 

borderline intellectual functioning. At that time, he was not able to engage in assessment with 

the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children – Fourth Edition (WISC IV). He subsequently 

underwent assessment for autism including the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule 

(ADOS) and was diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 

 

The proband was re-hospitalised after 9 months due to deterioration associated with motor 

tics which were continuously present but fluctuated in severity throughout his admission and 

eventually received the diagnosis of chronic motor tic disorder. Extensive blood 

investigations were repeated and did not reveal a cause for his psychosis. His clinical 

presentation seemed to be treatment resistant and this second hospitalisation lasted for 22 

months. Antipsychotics tried included an increased dose of aripiprazole, lurasidone, and 

olanzapine. A trial of a small dose of sertraline for anxiety did not seem to be helpful, was 

associated with increased excitability, and was quickly discontinued. Episodes of elevated 

mood, possibly having a seasonal exacerbation in the autumn, were observed and the 

diagnosis of childhood-onset schizoaffective disorder was confirmed. Sodium valproate was 

introduced and gradually titrated, and metformin was initiated for weight management. 

Assessment with the WISC IV at 10 years 7 months revealed a full-scale IQ (FSIQ) score of 

51, and with WISC V at 11 years 7 months an FSIQ score of 52, corresponding to moderate 

intellectual disability. The proband was discharged on olanzapine 12.5mg daily, sodium 

valproate 400mg bd, metformin 250mg bd, and movicol for constipation. 

 

There is no positive family history for neuropsychiatric illness (Figure 1A). The proband 

lives with his mother, father, an older brother and an older sister all of whom are reportedly 

well. His eldest sister attends school in Ghana. The proband is a second-generation immigrant 
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from Ghana and lives in a family with reportedly significant financial strain. The proband has 

a male first cousin (Figure 1A) on the maternal side who is reported to have had unspecified 

speech problems since birth. There are no other reports of neuro-psychiatric/developmental 

illness in the extended family.  

 

Proband 2  

Proband 2 is a 14-year-old boy of white British ancestry with a diagnosis of COP from the 

age of 10. He was born with no complications to non-consanguineous parents, two weeks 

before a planned Caesarean section date. His birthweight was 3700g. He fed well, slept 

normally and met all his early developmental milestones, although his speech development 

was delayed. As a toddler, he was keen on having routine and order. He struggled with social 

interactions, had significant sensory issues and behavioural rigidity. He reacted with 

behavioural outbursts and self-directed aggression if his rigidity and routines were 

challenged.  From the age of 2 or 3 he had an imaginary friend he spoke to and was 

reportedly seen muttering and talking to himself throughout nursery years.  

At age 10, he presented with significant auditory hallucinations, at times associated with 

headaches, as well as violent outbursts, excessive daytime sleepiness with poor night time 

sleep, night terrors and joint pains, which required him to use a wheel chair for longer 

distances. He also had a history of nose bleeds. Proband 2 had investigations for narcolepsy, 

epilepsy and organic causes for psychosis, including an MRI of the brain, lumbar puncture, 

sleep studies and video EEG, as well a number of metabolic investigations, which were are 

all reported as normal. Neurological examination was also normal. Following the conclusion 

of the investigations, Proband 2 received a diagnosis of non-organic psychosis and was 

started on aripiprazole. In view of his daytime sleepiness, he was seen at a Chronic Fatigue 

Syndrome (CFS) clinic. Whilst acknowledging that he has symptoms of fatigue, he was not 
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given a diagnosis of CFS. Proband 2 was given a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder 

(ASD) at the age of 11y10m. Aged 12 and 13, the proband attempted suicide in response to 

auditory command hallucinations.  

Proband 2 is maintained on aripiprazole 5mg with residual, but manageable psychotic 

symptoms and no significant side effects. After a period of home education as a result of his 

fatigue, he was gradually and successfully re-integrated into a mainstream school.  

 

There is a positive and complex family history of neuropsychiatric illness (Figure 2A). The 

proband’s mother has a diagnosis of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), social anxiety 

and has been on sertraline since the age of 21 (currently 33). She suffers from cluster 

headaches and also has a history of an acoustic neuroma. The proband’s father is reported to 

have schizophrenia with a strong family history of personality disorder and alcohol abuse but 

was not available to take part in the study.  

On the maternal side, the proband has one full sister, one older half-brother and one younger 

half-sister. His half-siblings have different fathers. The proband’s full-sister was born with 

congenital hand malformation and dilated kidneys, but she is reportedly otherwise well and 

sociable with no cognitive problems. The proband’s half-brother has a diagnosis of high 

functioning ASD and Tourette’s syndrome. This sibling’s father comes from a family with a 

history of bipolar disorder. The proband’s half-sister was born with congenital 

hypothyroidism and cerebral atrophy. She is otherwise well. On the maternal side, there are 

four half-uncles, two from the maternal grandfather and two from the maternal grandmother 

(Figure 2A, FII-4 and FII-5). Both biological sons of the maternal grandfather are affected, 

FII-4 with early-onset depression and anxiety currently on sertraline and FII-5 with epilepsy 

(since age 12, currently in his 20’s). The other two uncles (FII-2 and FII-3) are reportedly 

well. The proband’s maternal grandmother (FI-4) has fibromyalgia and diabetes the maternal 
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grandfather (FI-3) was dismissed from his employment in the armed forces due to personality 

disorder.  

 

Genetic analyses  

We performed exome sequencing and analysis of a cohort of 29 families with COP 

(Methods).  Table 2 summarises the number of qualifying variants per analysis type at each 

stage. Among 11 and 8 qualifying variants for probands 1 and 2, respectively, we noted that 

each has a damaging newly hemizygous variant in L1CAM. This was the only gene that had a 

qualifying variant in more than one family. 

 

p.Arg846His in proband 1 

The variant in proband 1 is a missense NM_001278116.1:c.2537G>A (p.Arg846His), falling 

on the Fibronectin type III-3 (Fn3) domain of the L1 protein. This variant has an allele 

frequency of 0.0000327 in gnomAD, carried in heterozygous form by six females and in 

hemizygous form in one Latino male. None of these carriers belong to the gnomAD 

psychiatric cohorts. The variant is predicted to be tolerated by SIFT31, probably damaging by 

polyphen232 and has a CADD33 score of 20.5, suggesting that is within the top 1% of 

deleterious variants. This variant has been reported once in ClinVar34 as a variant of uncertain 

significance in an individual with a history of neurodevelopmental disorder. This variant is 

absent in SCHEMA35.  

 

p.Pro145Ser in proband 2 

The variant in proband 2 is a missense NM_001278116.1:c.433C>T (p.Pro145Ser), falling on 

the Ig-like C2-type 2 (Ig2) domain of the L1 protein. This variant has an allele frequency of 

0.00001471 in gnomAD, carried in heterozygous form by two females and in hemizygous 
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form in one African male. None of these carriers belong to the gnomAD psychiatric cohorts. 

The variant is predicted to be deleterious by SIFT, possibly damaging by polyphen2 and has 

a CADD score of 23, suggesting that it is within the top 1% of deleterious variants. This 

variant has never been reported in ClinVar. This variant has been observed in 3/194,644 

controls (2 of African ancestry and 1 of European ancestry) and 0/48,496 cases in SCHEMA. 

 

Observing two such rare damaging variants in L1CAM by chance is unlikely  

In order to assess how likely it was to see two such rare, damaging variants L1CAM in our 

cohort of 29 probands, we looked at how frequent similarly damaging variants are in 

gnomAD, after applying the same filters we used to identify our reported variants. There are 

a maximum of 1,104 male individuals out of 76,702 total males (1.44%) with a L1CAM 

missense variant in gnomAD (sum of the allele counts across all 398 missense variants)  

assuming that these variants are each present in a different male, since there is no way to 

know if any male carries more than one. After removing variants seen in more than 2 males 

(Methods) the number is reduced to 217 (180 variants) (0.29%). Filtering for damaging 

missense variants indicated by polyphen probably/possibly damaging and CADD>15, 

reduces the count to 76 males (n=65 variants) (0.09%). This gives a population frequency for 

similar variants of 0.09% (76/76,702 total number of males in gnomAD), vs. 6.9% (2/29) in 

our cohort.  

 

Sanger sequencing confirmation  

Sanger sequencing confirmed the presence of the variants in the probands and their mothers 

(010132 and 011312) and their absence in the first-degree relatives (010133, 011314), as 

shown in Figures 1B and 2B. Extended family members were not available for analysis. 
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Discussion: 

This paper describes the first report of two newly hemizygous rare damaging missense 

variants in two unrelated patients with Childhood Onset Psychosis (COP) in L1CAM. L1CAM 

is located in the Xq28 region and encodes the 220kDA neural cell adhesion module L1, a 

transmembrane glycoprotein.  

 

The L1CAM family (L1, CHL1, NrCAM and neurofascin) are highly expressed in the brain 

and they play an important role in human disease36. Mutations in L1CAM are a widely 

reported cause of X-linked intellectual disability through a neurological phenotype termed 

CRASH (OMIM #303350) or L1 syndrome, which encompasses partial agenesis of corpus 

callosum, hydrocephalus, MASA syndrome, spasticity and adducted thumbs20. In most 

families with L1 syndrome, affected males tend to die soon after birth, however phenotypic 

variability has been observed both within and between families37,38. Gecz and colleagues 

report one missense variant (p.Asp202Asn) segregating in two unrelated families with mild-

moderate intellectual disability without obvious L1 syndrome features39 suggesting L1CAM 

mutations are subject to variable penetrance and expressivity. To date, at least 390 disease-

causing L1CAM mutations have been identified34. Mutations in the intracellular domains are 

associated with severe phenotypes, with missense mutations in the extracellular domain 

leading to a milder phenotype and those in the cytoplasmic domain having the least severe 

effects40. Both missense variants described in this report localise to the extracellular domain 

of the L1 protein and, as such, if pathogenic, would be expected to be associated with milder 

forms of L1 syndrome. The majority of known pathogenic variants in this gene are loss of 

functions however there is evidence for missense pathogenicity in this gene. Out of the 122 

missense variants reported in L1CAM in ClinVar, 64 (52.45%) have been assigned as (likely) 

pathogenic, 47 as uncertain significance and the remainder as (likely) benign. Indeed, there 
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seems to be no clustering of pathogenic missense variants to any specific gene region or 

exons. In addition, other genes in the L1CAM family, namely NrCAM and CHL1 have 

previously been linked to autism41 and schizophrenia42, respectively.   

 

Proband 1 has no positive family history of neuropsychiatric illness. Both his mother who is a 

heterozygous carrier of the mutation and his brother and sisters (for whom we have no 

genetic data) are unaffected. The mother’s father and brothers are reportedly unaffected. One 

of the unaffected brothers has a son with unspecified speech problems (Figure 1A). This 

suggests either variable penetrance or that the variant is de novo in the mother. It is 

interesting to note that the locus of this variant (X-153131169-C-T) is multiallelic. There is a 

C/A variant (as opposed to C/T, which is our variant of interest) that results in a leucine 

(p.Arg846Leu) rather than a histidine (p.Arg84His) amino acid change. The C/A variant 

leading to a change of arginine to leucine is very rare with an allele frequency of 0.0001072, 

present in five European males in hemizygous form and carried by 22 European females in 

heterozygous form.   

 

Proband 2 has a positive history of neuropsychiatric illness on both the maternal and paternal 

side. His mother is heterozygous for the variant and has a diagnosis of OCD, social anxiety, 

cluster headaches with a history of an acoustic neuroma. Since the mother is a heterozygous 

carrier, we tested to see if the proband’s half-brother with high functioning Asperger’s and 

Tourette syndrome also carries the variant. We found that he does not, however his biological 

father (FII-6) is reported to have personality disorder and therefore the half-brother (FIII-1) 

could have a different genetic cause of illness to proband 2. Proband 2’s maternal grandfather 

(FI-3) may be carrying the L1CAM variant and manifesting as psychiatric phenotype as he 

was reportedly discharged from the armed services due to having personality disorder. His 
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two sons, the maternal half uncles are both affected with neuropsychiatric illness (Figure 2A). 

FII-4 suffers from early-onset depression and anxiety and is on medication for sertraline and 

FII-5 has suffered from epilepsy since age 12 (currently in his 20’s). We do not have DNA 

available for any of the affected maternal male relatives, however phenotypically we can see 

a pattern of neuropsychiatric illness in the male relatives of the proband’s mother and the 

phenotypic segregation appears to resemble an X-linked recessive disease model.  

 

Genetic background can modulate the severity of the cognitive and neurodevelopmental 

phenotypes43–45. Both probands carry a number of rare and private damaging variants in 

genes previously implicated in neurodevelopment. It is likely that the psychosis observed is a 

result of the L1CAM variants(s) occurring on a background of other rare damaging variants 

leading to a general neuronal vulnerability in the probands. Table 3 summarises the list of all 

other qualifying variants the probands carry. Proband 1 carries 10 other rare damaging 

variants, four inherited from his father and six from his mother, both reportedly unaffected. 

Three of the genes with a qualifying variant in proband 1, namely L1CAM, SCN1A and 

SPTAN1 fall on the L1-Ankyrins interaction pathway. The L1 protein binds to Ankyrins (an 

actin/spectrin adapter protein) through a conserved motif in the cytoplasmic domain of the L1 

protein46,47. Studies in mice indicate that disruption of this pathway can lead to a decrease in 

synapse formation at GABAergic inhibitory interneurons in the developing mouse cortex48. 

However, since the conserved motif is situated in the cytoplasmic domain (residues 1142-

1257) and the L1CAM variant seen in proband 1 is on residue 846 (extracellular domain), it is 

unlikely that this interaction is being directly affected. Interestingly, both SPTAN1 and 

SCN1A are neurodevelopmental genes49 and disruptions in these genes have been reported in 

childhood-onset schizophrenia50, epilepsy51,52, intellectual disability53,54, autism spectrum 

disorders55,56 and developmental delay57.  
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In addition to the L1CAM variant, proband 2 has inherited four other rare damaging variants 

from his mother, in genes previously associated with neurodevelopmental disorders58,59. He 

carries a damaging missense variant in TCF20 which is either de novo or inherited from his 

affected father. TCF20 is a neurodevelopmental gene49 and disruptions in this gene have been 

reported in a range of neurodevelopmental disabilities including intellectual disability60–62 

and autism61.  

 

In this paper we have outlined the first report of rare newly hemizygous damaging missense 

variants in L1CAM in two patients with COP. There have been no previous reports of this 

gene being associated with psychosis. The evidence that L1CAM is important in childhood-

onset psychosis is strong but remains inconclusive until additional cases are identified.  
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Figures and Tables  

 

Phenotypic features Proband 1 Proband 2 

Neurodevelopmental features 

Age of onset of psychosis 9 7 

Age at diagnosis of COP 9 10 

Cognitive functioning Borderline IQ (WASI-II 

FSIQ 72) 

Average IQ (WASI-II FSIQ 

105) 

Autism yes yes 

Epilepsy no no 

Other neurodevelopmental 

disorder 

no no 

speech delay yes yes 

L1 syndrome features: 

Spasticity no no 

Adducted thumbs no no 

Agenesis of corpus callosum no no 

Hydrocephalus no no 
   

Other medical conditions Tics Fatigue, Joint pains, Headaches, 

Transient memory loss, Poor 

concentration, Nosebleeds, 

Sensitivity to noise 

Table 1. Summary of key clinical features  

Clinical information was obtained from clinical records and interview notes with the parents.  

 

 

 

 

 Proband 1 Proband 2 

Total Qualifying Variants  11 8 

Present in ClinVar 0 0 

de novo* 0 3 

Newly homozygous  0 0 

Newly hemizygous  1 1 

Compound Heterozygous  0 0 

Inherited rare damaging  10 4 

 

Table 2. Variant counts  

The total qualifying variants as described in section 4.3 were 11 in proband 1 and 8 in 

proband 2.  

* indicates that the de novo variant is either de novo or inherited from a father with 

schizophrenia (but we cannot confirm as proband’s father was not available to take part into 

the study).  
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ID  Variant (hg19) Gene HGVS change gnomAD frequency (v2.1.1)  

Polyphen 

(Humvar) 

CADD 

score 

RVI

S 

(%) 

Type of 

Qualifyin

g variant  

Pat

/ 

mat 

1 2-96780549-C-G ADRA2B p.Trp447Ser Absent  

benign  

(0.11) 27.1 36 inherited mat 

1 1-201020185-C-T 

CACNA1

S p.Gly1347Glu Absent  probably (1) 26.3 NA inherited  pat 

1 18-56964086-C-T CPLX4 p.Met109Ile 

1 AFR female, 1 Other* male 

(Non-Neuro) 1 AFR male 

(Psych) 

probably 

(0.954) 24.8 46 inherited  mat 

1 10-103530238-G-A FGF8 p.Arg195Trp 

2 AFR females and 1 NFE 

female (Non-Neuro) probably (1) 32 31 inherited  mat 

1 8-30550490-G-C GSR p.Ser293Cys 

2 AFR (male and female) Non-

Neuro and 1 FIN male (Psych) 

possibly 

(0.638) 26.5 29 inherited  mat 

1 6-160501274-G-A IGF2R p.Asp1934Asn 

1 SA female Non-Neuro and 2  

AFR females (Psych) 

possibly 

(0.5) 24.5 2 inherited  pat 

1 X-153131169-C-T L1CAM p.Arg846His 

1 Hemizygous Latino male 

(Non-Neuro) 

possibly 

(0.881) 32 5 

newly 

hemizygo

us  mat 

1 19-47542737-G-A NPAS1 p.Ala293Thr 1 AFR male (Psych) 

possibly 

(0.546) 25.2 NA inherited  pat 

1 2-166900202-C-G SCN1A p.Asp674His Absent  

probably 

(0.942) 25.9 4 inherited mat 

1 9-131370209-G-A SPTAN1 p.Gly1409Arg 

1 Latino, 1 NFE male (Non-

Neuro) 

probably 

(0.986) 26.1 0.3 inherited pat 

1 10-114710703-A-G TCF7L2 p.Glu63Gly Absent  

probably 

(0.995) 23.6 38 inherited mat 

2 17-36666568-G-T 

ARHGA

P23 p.Arg1279Leu Absent  

possibly 

(0.814) 22.8 NA de novo** - 
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2 11-10800235-G-C CTR9 p.Arg1035Ser Absent  

benign 

(0.227) 19.24 9 inherited mat 

2 6-170592661-A-C DLL1 p.Val569Gly 1 NFE female (Non-Neuro) 

benign 

(0.183) 16.57 44 de novo** - 

2 8-132997193-T-A EFR3A p.Asn585Lys 2 NFE males (Non-Neuro)  

probably 

(0.999) 23.7 33 inherited mat 

2 X-153136602-G-A L1CAM p.Pro145Ser 

1 Hemizygous AFR male 

(Non-Neuro) probably (1) 23 3 

newly 

hemizygo

us  mat 

2 11-33891153-G-C LMO2 c.-221C>G 1 Latino female (Non-Neuro) NA 15.42 37 inherited mat 

2 22-42606541-C-A TCF20 p.Ala1591Ser Absent   

benign 

(0.116) 21.4 0.8 de novo** - 

2 16-74990420-C-A WDR59 p.Val65Leu Absent  

benign 

(0.015) 28.8 16 inherited  mat 

Table 3. List of all qualifying variants identified in the two probands.   

*In gnomAD v2.1.1.  the population ‘Other’ indicates samples did not fit into the six principle components of ancestry (European, African, 

South Asian, East Asian, Latino, Ashkenazi Jewish) computed for all samples in the dataset.  

** indicates that the de novo variant is either de novo or inherited from a father with schizophrenia 
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Figure 1. Figure showing the family pedigree and sanger sequencing results for proband 1. 

Figure 1A depicts the proband marked by the arrow. Figure 1B shows the sanger sequencing 

traces in proband 1, his mother and his father.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Figure showing the family pedigree and sanger sequencing results for proband 2. 

Figure 2A depicts proband marked by the arrow. Figure 2B shows the sanger sequencing 

traces in proband 2, his mother and half-brother.  
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